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Abstract. Magnetic correlation in the heayfermion superwnductor CeCulSi2 has been 
investigated by Cu nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance 
(NQR). For CeCu2,mSi2 with T, = 0.72 K, a magnetic transition has been found at around 
0.8 Kin applied fieldsup 103.5 T, which presumablyalso exists inzero magnetic field. Below 
the transition temperature, Cu NMR loses intensity suddenly without any broadening and 
shift of the spectrum, and the spin-echo decay rate, ]IT2, at H = 13.3 kOe. increases 
with decreasing temperature, which is different from the behaviour expected in a static 
magnetically ordered state. The magnetic transition just above T, is quite unusual in the 
sense that the ordered state is not in acompletely static regime, but possesses some dynamic 
aspect. The unusual magneticstate iswnsidered to coexist with superconductivity below T,. 
We present a magnetic phase diagram in the field-temperature plane for CeCu2,mSi2. 

1. Introduction 

CeCu,Si, shows dense Kondo behaviour characterized by periodic local moments of Ce 
atoms at high temperature; while it forms a coherent Kondo state at low temperature, 
suggesting the presence of itinerant quasi-particles with heavy effective mass. The 
discovery of superconductivity in CeCu,Si, had a great influence on solid-state physics 
(Steglich et a1 1979). This is because superconductivity caused by the condensation of 
highly correlated 4f electrons (heavy quasi-particles) is not in accord with the con- 
ventional understanding of superconductivity. Following CeCu,Si,, heavy-fermion (HF) 
superconductivity was successively found in UBe,3 (Ott eta1 1983), UPt3 (Stewart et a1 
1984, de Visser et a1 1984) and URu2Si, (Palstra et a1 1985, Maple er a1 1986, Schlabitz 
er ~11986). After extensive investigations, it was revealed that the pairing mechanism 
of electrons in HF superconductors cannot be explained in terms of the conventional 
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (ecs) theory. 

In contrast to aBCS superconductor, the physical propertiesof CeCu,Si, showpower- 
law temperature dependence below Tc, implying the presence of a low-lying excitation 
associated with an anisotropic energy gap (see Steglich 1985). In particular, that the 
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nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, l /T , ,  obeys a P law was understood in terms of an 
anisotropic energy gap model in which the gap vanishes along lines on the Fermi surface 
(Kitaoka etal1986). The appreciable reduction of the Knight shift below T, proves that 
theCooperpairingisofsinglet type (Uedaeta11987). Thus, nuclear magneticresonance 
(NMR) experiments suggested that CeCu& bearing a strong on-site Coulomb repulsive 
interaction forms a d-wave superconductivity. It should be stressed that the relaxation 
behaviour of UBe13 (Machughlin et a1 1984) and UPt, (Kohori et al1988) is similar to 
that of CeCu,Si,. 

An intimate correlation between superconductivity and magnetism in HF super- 
conductors has been suggested by both theory and experiment. Experimentally, by 
neutron diffraction and muon spin relaxation (pSR) experiments at low temperature, a 
complex antiferromagnetic state with extremely small ordered moments was found to 
coexist with superconductivity in all HF superconductors. URu2Si2 was the first com- 
pound in which an antiferromagnetic transition was observed at 17 K followed by a 
superconducting transition at 1.5 K (Palstra et a1 1985, Maple et a1 1986, Schlabitz et a1 
1986). For UPt,, Aeppli et a1 (1988, 1989) found a magnetic ordering below 5 K by 
neutron diffraction measurements. For UBe,,, some antiferromagnetic ordering was 
first suggested by specific-heat measurements in applied fields below 150 mK (Brison et 
al 1988). Recently Kleiman et a1 (1990) claimed an antiferromagnetic transition at a 
much higher temperature of 8.8 K from a measurement of magnetostriction. 

As for CeCu2Si2, early macroscopic measurements did not detect any magnetic 
ordering at low temperature (for example, Horn er a1 1981). But the development of 
some magnetic correlation was suggested by several experiments. For example, the 
temperature linear coefficient of specific heat, C/T ,  inexternal fields above the supercon- 
ducting upper critical field, &, has a broad maximum below 1 K (Bred1 et a/ 1984, 
Steglich et a! 1984). Recently, Uemura et a1 (1989) reported the results of a ~ S R  study, 
whichshowedthepresenceofastaticmagneticordering below TM = 0.8 Kin CeCu,.,Si,. 
They observed a wide distribution of static random local fields at muon sites and claimed 
that the ordering was either a spin-glass or incommensurate spin-density-wave 
(SDW) state. The averaged ordered moment at 0.05 K was estimated to be of the order 
of 0.1 p&e. Independently, we reported a marked decrease of 63Cu NMR intensity 
around 0.6 K and suggested the onset of some static magnetic ordering above T, (Nak- 
amura et al1988). It was implied that the magnetic transition was not of spin-glass type, 
but presumably of SDW type, which induced a large distribution of hyperfine field at the 
Cu site. 

In the current study of HF physics, it is of great importance to clarify the nature of 
the ground state. NMR is a useful method to elucidate this problem because it is very 
sensitive to microscopic properties, and it has been successfully applied to the study of 
HF systems (see e.g. MacLaughlin 1985, Kitaoka et a1 1987, Asayama et a1 1988). The 
purpose of the present paper is to investigate microscopically the low-temperature 
magnetic properties of CeCu2Si2 by Cu NMR and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR). 
We have measured the temperature dependence of Cu NMR intensity, the lieshape, the 
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time (T,) and the spin-echo decay time (T,) ,  and then 
show the development of magnetic correlation below about 1 K. As is well known, the 
superconductivity of CeCu,Si,is easily suppressed by theoff-stoichiometry of Cu, which 
induces magnetic inhomogeneity caused by unquenched Ce3+ moments. Therefore, 
we will present the results of systematic Cu NMR and NQR measurements of several 
compounds with different Cu concentrations and annealing conditions. We will deduce 
an intrinsic magnetic property and establish the magnetic phase diagram of CeCu2.02Si2. 
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Table 1. Samples used in the present study. 
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Label Nominal composition Heat treatment T, (K) 

A CeCu2.mSi2 1MX)*CC,4days 0.72 
B CeCul,wSi2 1000T,4days 0.65 
C CeCu,,wSi2 Unannealed 0.45 
D CeCu,.9Si, lMX)"C,?days O(T,=2.5)' 

a Ts is the spin-glass freezing temperature. 

In contrast to the proposal in the previous paper (Nakamura et a1 1988), we emphasize 
that the magnetic transition in CeCu2Si2 possesses an unusual nature, pointing to a 
dynamic aspect. 

Recently, Tien (1991) reported the Cu NQR study of CeCu,Si, at low temperature. 
He claimedthat some static magnetic ordering occurred in CeCu2Si2 with T, = 0.65 K. 
His results are somewhat different from those of CeCu2,uSi2 with rather higher quality 
and higher T,. The origin of the disagreement will also be commented upon. 

2. Experimental procedures 

The samples used in the present study were supplied by Professor F Steglich. We used 
four samples denoted as samples A, B, C and D with different qualities, of which the 
nominal concentration, heat treatment and T, are presented in table 1. Here the content 
of Cu corresponds to the starting composition before melting. The content of unquen- 
ched Ce3+ is considered to increase in going from sample A to sample D. Sample D 
with no T, is known to exhibit a spin-glass ordering at Tg = 2.5 K. For NQR and NMR 
experiments, the samples were crushed into a powder with a size smaller than the skin 
depth. In NMR experiments, the powder is oriented with the tetragonal c axis parallel to 
the external magnetic field by taking advantage of the large anisotropy of the suscep- 
tibility. 

For NMR experiments, a conventional phase-coherent-type pulsed spectrometer was 
used. The NMR intensity wasobtained by integrating thewrhole spin-echosignal averaged 
by a digital memory and a signal averager. The NMR field-swept spectra and NQR spectra 
were obtained by plotting the integrated intensity as a function of magnetic field Hand 
frequency v, respectively. In measuring the intensity as a function of temperature T,  we 
paid attention to the diamagnetic shielding of the RF field associated with the onset of 
superconductivity. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time was measured by observing 
the recovery of the spin-echo amplitude after a saturation pulse. Low temperatures 
below 1.3 K were obtained by a conventional 3He refrigerator. For measurements at 
low temperature, heating of the sample caused by eddy currents was carefully avoided. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Spectrum and T dependence of signal intensity 

3.1.1. N a R  study in zero magnetic field. CeCu2Si2 with the tetragonal ThCr2Si2-type 
structure has a unique Cu site crystallographically. Then one NQR signal is observed for 
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Figure I.~CuNoRspectrao~CeCu,,~i, (sample 
A) at T = 1.38.0.71 and 0.47 K. The increase of 
intensity with decreasing temperature is nor- 
malized by multiplying by the temperamre. 

Figure 2. (U) Product of “Cu NOR intensity and 
temperature for CeCu,mSi2 (sample A) plotted 
against temperature. (b)  Temperature depen- 
dence of AC susceptibility of the Same sample, 
Arrows indicate T,. 

%I with nuclear spin I = 3/2, corresponding to the transition between m = ~ i l / Z  and 
+3/2 levels split by the nuclear quadrupolar interaction. The resonance frequency, uo, 
of CeCu,,,Si2 (sample A) with T, = 0.72 K is 3.435 M H z  for 63Cu. In order to obtain 
information on magnetic correlation under zero external field, we measured the T 
dependence of the NQR spectrum. Figure 1 shows the 63Cu NQR spectrum at 1.38 K 
(well above Tc), 0.71 K (near T,) and 0.47K (below TJ .  The half-linewidth of the 
spectrum is very narrow (50 kHz), indicating the high quality of the sample. We did 
not find any change of the lineshape, such as broadening and frequency shift, within 
experimental accuracy. Figure 2 presents the T dependence of the integrated intensity 
of the 63Cu spin-echo signal together with the result of AC susceptibility of the same 
sample. In figure 2(a) ,  the signal intensity is multiplied by temperature to normalize 
the variation of temperature. because the spectral intensity increases with decreasing 
temperature following the Curie law of nuclear spin susceptibility. As clearly seen from 
the figure, the NQR intensity decreases rapidly around 0.65 K in a similar way to the T 
variation of the diamagnetic susceptibility. Accordingly, the appreciable reduction of 
NQR intensity is mainly ascribed to the diamagnetic shielding of the w field associated 
with the superconductivity. It should be noted, however, that the 6 3 C ~  NQR intensity 
starts to decrease at about 0.8 K, which is slightly higher than T,. But the effect of 
diamagnetic shielding due to superconductivity on the intensity reduction would be too 
dominant to identifyunambiguouslythe magnetic transitionat T, = 0.8 Ksuggested by 
Uemura ef al. (1989). 
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Recently Tien (1991) published the Cu NQR study of CeCu,Siz at low temperature. 
His experimental results and conclusion are different from ours. In his experiment, the 
linewidth of the 63Cu NQR spectrum of superconducting CeCu,Si, with T, = 0.65 K 
increases with decreasing temperature below 1.1 K, in contrast to no broadening of our 
CeCuz,02Si2 with T, = 0.72 K. Their result was explained as due to the onset of a static 
random local field. It should be noted that the linewidth of about 140 kHz above 1.1 K 
is alreadywiderthan that of our CeCu2.mSiz, about 50 kHz. The point is that the magnetic 
transition is very sensitive to sample quality, which is crucial to a discussion of magnetic 
properties at low temperature. Hence, precise characterization of the sample is 
extremely important. We suppose that a small amount of magnetic impurities decreases 
T,and, at the same time, may stabilize some static magneticordering well above T,, as 
will be shown below in detail. 

Uemuraeral(l989) reported the result of apsRstudyofCeCuz,lSia with T, = 0.65 K 
under zero external field and showed the onset of some static magnetic ordering below 
TM = 0.8 K, which was either the spin-glass or the incommensurate SDW, We suspect 
that it isnotcertaininpsRexperimentswhetherthe magneticorderedstateiscompletely 
static. 

In contrast to the indications from p S R  and recent NQR experiments on compounds 
with T, = 0.65 K, the magnetic correlation in CeCu2.02Si2 with T, = 0.72 K, which will 
be identified clearly in an applied field, is unusual as compared with the static magnetic 
ordering and must be an intrinsic feature of a compound with high quality and high T,. 
We suggest that the magnetic state, which continues to have some dynamic aspect even 
below TM, is stabilized first and is followed by the onset of superconductivity just 
below TM. Especially, it is interesting to make comparisons with Th-doped compounds, 
Ce,_,Th,Cu,,,Si, with x 0.08, whichmanifest astatic magnetic ordering. An apparent 
broadening of the NQR spectrum was observed, associated with the onset of the static 
hyperfine field (Kitaoka et a1 1991). 

3.1.2. N M R  siudy in an applied magneticfield. The Cu site of CeCu2Si2 has uniaxial 
symmetry. In NMR experiments of 63Cu with I = 3/2, the NMR spectrum is split into 
three resonances due to the nuclear electric quadrupolar interaction corresponding to 
the central (m = 1 / 2 0  -1/2) and two satellite (m = -1/2 0 -3/2; m = 3/2 c) 1/2) 
transitions. 

First, we studied CeCuz.02Siz (sample A) with high quality as expected from the high 
T, of 0.72 K and the narrow linewidth of the NQR spectrum. Figure 3 shows a series of 

NMR spectra of CeCu2.& below 1.27 K at 32.3 MHz, in which only the central 
transition (m = 1/2 c) -1/2) is shown. The corresponding applied field is about 
28.6 kOe, being larger than Hc2 = 26 kOe. The peak of the spectrum arises mainly from 
the grains whose tetragonal c axis is aligned with the applied field. The intensity of the 
spectrum reduces markedly on decreasing the temperature without any appreciable 
change of both lineshape and position. 

Figure 4 shows the T dependence of the product of temperature and spin-echo 
intensity at the peak position of the spectrum in several fields. As indicated by open 
arrows, T, decreases with increasing field. It is apparent that the NMR intensity starts to 
decrease above T,, demonstrating that the rapid reduction of NMR intensity cannot be 
ascribed to the diamagnetic shielding of the RF field associated with the super- 
conductivity. In the field range of 8.9-12.5 kOe, the intensity drops sharply between 
0.8 K and T,. The intensity ceases to decrease at around T, and exhibits a plateau 
followed by a further gradual decrease. This feature may indicate that the magnetic 
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Ftgure3.Temperaturevariationof"Cu~~~spec- 
trum at 32.3MHz for CeCuamSi2 (sample A). 
Only !he central transition (m = 112 ++ -l/Z) is 
shown. The increase of intensity with decreasing 
temperature is normalized by multiplying by !he 
temperature. 

35.0 

26.5 

12.5 

c 

- 
0 

0, 

T C  

Figore 4. Temperature dependence ofproducr of 
W u  NMR intensity and temperature in several 
fields for CeCulmSi2 (sample A). Full and open 
arrows indicate T, and T,, respectively. rM was 
defined as the temperature where the intensity 
starts to decrease. 

correlation stopsdevelopingat T,. In the higher-field region, TM, the temperature where 
the NMR intensity starts to decrease, gradually goes up to about 1 K at around Ha, and 
the intensity at 0.3 K becomes less than 10% of the initial intensity. It is incredible that 
the system remains in the paramagneticstate at low temperature, because the intensity 
multiplied by temperature should be constant in such a case. Therefore, it is reasonable 
to think that the system experiencessome kind of magnetic transition below T,. If some 
long-range ordering was realized, the lineshape of 63Cu should be modified by the 
hyperfine field induced by the magnetic moments. However, we could not detect any 
broadening within experimental accuracy. One of the possible origins of the result is an 
enormous distribution of the static hyperfine field. In an earlier paper (Nakamura er a1 
1988), we claimed the onset of static magnetic ordering such as SDW, which yields a large 
distribution of the hyperfine field. However, the transition is not so simple, as is inferred 
from the anomalous temperature dependence of the spin-echo decay time, T2, which 
will bedescribed below. Especially, it should bestressed that the behaviouriscompletcly 
different from that of the Th-doped compounds, C ~ , _ , T ~ , C U ~ . ~ S ~ Z  with x 2 0.08, which 
manifest a static magnetic ordering (Kitaoka er a1 1991). We have observed a marked 
broadening of the NMR spectrum as well as the NQR spectrum associated with the 
generation of the static hyperfine field. The other anomalous properties of the magnetic 
ordered state in  CeCu2Si, will be evidenced by measurements of the relaxation time, as 
presented below. 
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Figure 5. Temperature dependence of product 
of "Cu NMR intensily and temperature in H = 
26.5kOeforsamplesA(O),B(O),C(O)andD 
( W .  

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of product 
of temperature and "Cu NMR intensity in H = 
26.5 kOe (0) and that of temperature and "CU 
NOR intensity (0) for sample D. The arrow indi- 
cates the spin-glass freezing temperature, T,. 

3.1.3. Sampledependence. It should be noted that, in Ce-based ~ ~ c o m p o u n d s ,  a small 
amount of Ce3+ impurities may order magnetically at very low temperature since one 
cannot expect a perfect sample. In order to check whether the magnetic state is an 
intrinsic ordering of the Ce lattice or an extrinsic one of Ce3+ impurities, we inspected 
the sample dependence of the magnetic transition by changing the Cu concentration 
from stoichiometry, which affects sensitively the superconducting and magnetic proper- 
ties. We have made measurements on four samples (A, B,  C and D), of which the 
parameters are tabulated in table 1. These samples are considered to contain more Ce'+ 
impurities in going from A to D. 

NMR intensity of samples A, B, C and D at 
26.5 kOe,above H,.Incontrast to the behaviourofsampleA,showingasharpreduction 
below 0.85 K, the intensity of samples B and C starts to decrease from considerably 
higher temperatures of about 3-4 K, though it reduces most rapidly at about 0.6 K in 
similar manner to sample A. It is important that the rapid reduction around 0.6 K is 
never due to the superconductivity because the field exceeds Ha. 

On the other hand, the behaviour of sample D with no T, is quite different from the 
others, reflecting that the compound exhibits a spin-glass ordering at Tg = 2.5 K caused 
by Ce3+ impurities. Figure 6 presents the temperature variation of the intensity for 
sample D at 26.5 kOe and zero field. The latter was measured by 63Cu NQR in zero 
field. The unquenched Ce3+ moments polarized by the magnetic field give rise to an 
inhomogeneously distributed hyperfine field at Cu sites through the conduction-electron 
spin polarization. The hyperfine field at Cu sites increases on increasing the number of 
magnetic moments (n)  and the magnetic field ( H )  and on decreasing the temperature 
(9, as expected from the relation M - nH/(T + e), where 0 is the Weiss constant. 
Therefore, if the Ce3+ moments dominate the magnetic property, the NMR intensity 
decreases gradually with decreasing temperature and in proportion to the concentration 
of Ce3+. As seen in figure 6 ,  the intensity of sample D at zero field decreases distinctly 
below Tg = 2.5 K, characterizing the spin-glass transition. The transition is smeared out 

Figure 5 shows the Tdependence of 
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by applying a large external field. The behaviour is attributable to the growth of Ce3' 
impurity moments with increasing field and with decreasing temperature. 

Furthermore, we should pay attention to the fact that the residual intensity of sample 
A approaches nearly zero at the lowest temperature of 0.3 K, whereas that of sample D 
remains considerable, being 20% of the value at high temperatures. If the intensity loss 
is dominated by Ce3+ impurities, the residual intensity should be larger for sample A 
including less Ce31' moments. Accordingly, it is evident that the sharp intensity loss 
below 0.85 K for CeCuz,ozSiz cannot be ascribed to the spin-glass ordering of Ce3' 
impurities but to an intrinsic magnetic transition. It is noteworthy that such a magnetic 
transition appears near T, only for the superconducting samples A, B and C. In this 
context, it is likely that the gradual loss of intensity above 1 K in samples B and C is due 
to the presence of unquenched Ce3' impurities, as in the case of sample D. The spin- 
glass-like transition is considered to occur in samples B and C at lower temperatures 
than Tg = 2.5 K for sample D since samples B and C contain less Ce3+ impurities. 
Similarly, the static magnetic ordering at 1.1 K in zero field, which Tien has reported 
from a Cu NQR experiment on a sample with T, = 0.65 K, may be induced by some 
impurities, pointing to this sample being in the same category as sample B. 

It is notable that the magnetic transition, identified clearly by applying a field, 
has nothing to do with static magnetic correlation enhanced by the presence of Ce3' 
impurities, but is generated by the formation of the HF state. The characteristic feature 
is that the transition occurs just above T, and is almost independent of magnetic field 
up to 35 kOe. We will present below further anomalous properties of the magnetic 
transition, the results of the relaxation time. 

3.2. Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation of CeCuZ.,Si2 (sample A)  

The results of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time, T I ,  of 63Cu have already been 
published (Kitaoka eta1 1984,1986). Above 10 K, T ,  is nearly independent of tempera- 
ture, indicating the local moment behaviour of Ce moments, while TI obeys the law 
TIT = constant, manifesting a Fermi liquid nature in the Trange between the coherence 
temperature T* = 2.5 K and T,. Here we show the H dependence of TI of in 
CeCu2.mSiz. Figure7shows the T-dependenceof l / (T ,T)  at magnetic fieldsof 5.72,12.5 
and26.5 kOe. At 5.72 kOe, l/(T,T) remains nearly constant down to 1 K, reflecting the 
Fermi liquid nature. With decreasing temperature, 1/(TlT) is enhanced slightly below 
1 K and followed by a rapid decrease due to the development of the superconducting 
energy gap. In a field above Ha, 26.5 kOe, l/(TIT) has a broad maximum at around 
0.6 K. Hence, the slight deviation from the T I T  = constant law below 1 K should be 
ascribed to the development of magnetic correlation and is correlated with the sharp 
reduction of NMR intensity. Here it should be emphasized that TI presented was selec- 
tively measured for the Cu NMR signal coming from thenucleus, which feels no hyperfine 
field. Then, the Cu nucleus affected predominantly by the magnetic transition may have 
highly enhanced 1/T, around T,, which made observation difficult. This may be one 
reason why the intensity decreases rapidly without a broadening of the spectrum. In 
order to get hrther information, the spin-echo decay rate, l/Tz, was measured. 

3.3. Spin-echo decay time T2 of CeCuZ.,Si2 (sample A )  

In general, the spin-echo decay rate, l /Tz ,  is determined by the combined mechanisms 
of direct coupling among nuclear spins through the dipole-dipole interaction, indirect 
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of 1/(T,7) 
of CeCu,,Si, (sample A) measured in H =  
5.72 kOe (0), 12.5 kOe (e) and 26.5 kOe (0). 
Arrows indicate T, in the fields. 

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of spin-echo 
decayrate, 1/T,,of"CuNonsignalforCeCul,mSi2 
(Sample A). The arrow indicates T,. 

coupling through the conduction spin polarization or spin fluctuations with low energy 
and the T, process through the nuclear spin-lattice coupling. Figure 8 shows the 
T-dependence of 1/T2 measured by the Cu NQR experiment in zero field. Above 0.6 K, 
l/Tz is independent of temperature with the value of 1.9 X lo4 s-', which cannot be 
interpreted by a tentative estimation of the dipole-dipole interaction and is larger by 
three orders of magnitude than the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, l/T1. Therefore 
the spin-echo decay in the system is dominated by indirect coupling. In the HF state, the 
effective bandwidth becomes very small as compared with that of a normal metal, e.g. 
-10 K for CeCu2Siz (see Steglich 1985). Namely, the nuclear spins couple strongly with 
each other through the spin polarization of heavy electrons, i.e. such indirect coupling 
proportional to the inverse of the bandwidth is much stronger in CeCu2Si, than in a 
normalmetal andcanbeapredominant mechanism fordecay ofthe spin-echoamplitude. 
Below Tc, the energy gap is developed on the Fermi surface associated with the super- 
conductivity. In this case, it is expected that indirect coupling is appreciably diminished 
because the energy gap with A - 1 K (see Steglich 1985) is not so small as compared 
with the bandwidth of about 10 K. As a matter of fact, as seen in figure 8, l/TZ drops 
suddenly at 0.6 K just below T, around which the energy gap grows significantly. 

Next, we discuss the behaviour of the spin-echo decay in applied magnetic fields in 
order to obtain information on he Cu sites influenced by the magnetic transition. In the 
temperature range where NMR loses intens@, the spin-echo decay manifests anomalous 
behaviour. Figure 9 shows typical spin-echo decay curves at several temperatures at 
15.0 MHz,i.e. H = 13.3 kOe. At0.90 K,itisconvexupwar&,indicating theexistenceof 
Gaussian-type relaxation. With decreasing temperature, the Gaussian-type behaviour 
disappears and only the Lorentzian-type relaxation becomes dominant. At 0.47 K, the 
decay curve behaves almost single-exponentially. Because T, is about OS5 K in the 
corresponding applied field, the variation of spin-echo decay is not attributable to 
superconductivity but to the magnetic transition. At the lower temperature the decay 
curve becomes convex downwards, which is interpreted to be due to the distribution of 
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T 1mrer1 
4 c  

Figure 9. Spinecho decay curves of OCu NMR 
signalforCeCu,.&i,(sampleA)inH = 13.3 kOe 
at T = 0.90 K (0). 0.55 K (.) and 0.37 K (U). 

U 
0.5 1.0 1. 

T I K I  
QO 

Figurelo. Temperature dependence of spin-echo 
decay rate, l /T2.  for CeCu2,mSi2 (sample A) in 
H = 5.35 kOe (0) and 13.30 kOe (0). Here, T2 
wasdefinedas thelime when thespin-echoampli- 
tudereducestol/eoftheinitialintensityatr = 0 
(r is the pulse interval of two-pulse spin-echo 
measurement). Arrows indicate T, in the fields. 
Full curves are to guide the eye. 

T2. Here it should be noted that Tz was mainly measured for Cu sites not appreciably 
influenced by the magnetic tiansition, i.e. for the Cu NMR signal still being observable 
even below T,.,.The complex behaviourofthedecaycurvesreflectsindirectlytheunusual 
feature of the unobserved Cusites, which are strongly affected by the magnetic transition 
and hence escape observation with development of the magnetic correlation. 

Next we discuss the Tdependence of l/T2 We define T2 as the time when the spin- 
echo intensity reduces to l/e of the initial value at z = 0, where r is the pulse interval of 
the two-pulse spin-echo measurement. Figure 10 shows the Tdependence of l/Tz thus 
obtained in fields of 5.35 and 13.3 kOe. The arrow in the figure indicates T, at each field. 
At 5.35 kOe, l/Tz increases somewhat from 0.8 K down to T, and has a peak at around 
T, followed by a reduction at lower temperatures. At 13.30 kOe, l/Tz increases rapidly 
and monotonically with decreasing temperature from 0.8 K to even below T,. Here, it 
is essential that l/Tz increases with the progressof the magnetic transition. Usually, if 
astaticmagneticorderingoccurs, I/T,isratherexpectedto decrease dueto the detuning 
effect associated with the distribution of the hyperline field. Actually, for the Th-doped 
compounds Ce,-,ThxCu2.2Siz ( x  0.08) with a static magneticordering, l/T2 decreases 
below the transition temperature, TN (Kitaoka et a1 1991). The opposite tendency in 
CeCu2,& suggests that the magnetic correlation in CeCu2Siz should be distinguished 
from the staticmagneticordering. To explain the Tdependence, indirect coupling other 
than the TI process should be taken into account because l/T1 is sufficiently smaller 
than I/Tz as mentioned above. Indirect coupling through the virtual excitation of spin 
fluctuations with low frequency may be the best candidate because the coupling is 
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Figure 11. Magnetic phase diagram of 
CeCu2,mSi2 (sample A). Full circles indi- 
cate T,, which is defined as the tem- 
perature where the spin-echo intensity 
starts to decrease as shown by full arrows 
in figure 4. Opencircles indicate T., which 
isshown byopenarrowsinfigure4. 

enhanced on decreasing the characteristic frequency and increasing the magnetic coher- 
ence length. This mechanism explains reasonably the enhancement of l/Tz of the Cu 
sites unaffected by the magnetic transition and the marked intensity reduction caused 
by the enormous l/Tz of those affected by the transition. Thus it is crucial that the 
magnetic transition is unusual in the sense that the magnetic state is not completely 
static, but may possess a dynamic nature. The different Tdependence of l/Tz below T, 
for 5.35 and 13.3 kOe may be explained as follows: indirect coupling among nuclear 
spins reduces markedly associated with the formation of superconducting energy gap, 
as discussed above to explain the l/Tz of NQR, and affects more strongly the spin-echo 
decay in the lower field. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Magnetic phase diagram of C ~ C U , , ~ ~ S ~ ~  

The systematicm~ study demonstrated that the exotic magnetic transition observed in 
CeCuz,ozSiz is an intrinsic property to be distinguished from the static magnetic ordering 
induced by some Ce3+ impurities. The characteristic experimental results of CeCuz.mSiz 
observed at the transition are summarized as follows. 

(i) The Cu NMR intensity decreases rapidly below T,, but neither a broadening nor 
a shift of the spectrum was observed below TM. 

(ii) The spin-echo decay rate, I/T2, is distributed and enhanced below TM. 
Here it is of great interest to obtain the magnetic phase boundary to know the 

relationship between the HF superconductivity and the exotic magnetic ordering. In the 
previous paper (Nakamura et a1 1988), we reported the magnetic phase diagram of 
CeCuz,mSiz, in which TM was defined as the temperature where the NMR intensity 
decreasesmost markedly. The magnetic transition width was defined as the temperature 
range where the NMR intensity decreases from 90% to 10%. However, it is better to 
define TM as the temperature where the intensity starts to decrease if the transition has 
amagneticorigin. The magnetic phase diagram thusobtainedis shown in figure 11. In this 
figure, T,infinite fieldsisdefinedasthe inflection point ofthe temperaturedependenceof 
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the relative intensity as shown in figure 4 by open arrows. The data are in good accord 
with those obtained by a macroscopicmeasurement (Assmusetal1984). Below Ha, the 
magnetic transition occurs first around T, = 0.8 K and is followed by the supercon- 
ducting transition. Above Hd, only the magnetic state is stable and TM is almost inde- 
pendent of the magnetic field. Though we have no valid evidence from NQR experiments 
whether magnetic ordering is present at zero field for CeCu2&i,, we plot TM at 
T = 0.8 K and H = 0 in the figure referring to the ~ S R  result of CeCu,,lSi2 (Uemura et 
a1 1989). 

Recently, Steglich (1989; see also Steglich eta[ 1990) and Hunt et a1 (1990) showed 
the high-field boundaryof the phase diagram by utilizing thedataofthe fielddependence 
of magnetoresistance and de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effects, respectively. The mag- 
netic state is depressed by the field of about 7 T. The field dependence of the Cu NMR up 
to high fields will be measured in the near future. 

4.2. Magnetic ordering of heauy-fermion superconductors 

Such an exotic magnetic ordering as above has also been found in other HF super- 
conductors. For UPt, with T, = OS5 K, Aeppli et al(1988,1989) reported results of 
neutron diffraction experiments, proving the onset of antiferromagnetism below 5 K 
with an ordered moment of 0.02 0.01 pE/U. But the features of the antiferro- 
magnetism are quite different from the long-range ordering observed in U,-,ThxPt3 
(Goldman ef al 1986) and U(Pdl-,Ptz), (Frings et af 1987). An early ~ S R  study also 
suggested the presence of magnetic ordering below about 6 K with a moment of the 
order of pE/U (Cooke et a1 1986). In UBe,, with T, = 0.9 K, an antiferromagnetic 
transition was suggested by macroscopic measurements such as a specific-heat exper- 
iment in finite external fields (Brison er a1 1988) and a magnetostriction measurement 
(Kleiman et al 1990). For URu,Si,, an antiferromagnetic ordering directed along the 
tetragonal c axis with the ordered moment of 0.03 2 0.01 pE/U was found by neutron 
diffraction measurements below 17.5 K, which coexists with superconductivity below 
1 K (Broholm eta1 1987). 

These orderings were detected by certain experiments but frequently not by others. 
This may be ascribed to the different experimental conditions and techniques. Though 
these magneticorderings have not been sufficiently established yet, the common features 
can be generalized as follows: 

(i) an itinerant magnetism in the Fermi liquid state and unclear phase transition; 
(ii) very small averaged ordered moments compared with the expected value from 

(iii) a complex magnetic structure or state; 
(iv) delicate field dependence; and 
(v) very short coherence length or a dynamic aspect 

The itinerant character of the magnetic ordering should be emphasized. The mag 
netic ordering may be one of the necessary conditions to induce superconductivity. As 
suggested by dHvA effects of CeCu2Siz (Hunt e? a1 1990), the superconducting state is 
formed in a fully developed coherent Fermi liquid state. Then the transition detected 
by the dHvA experiment should be recognized as an anomaly of the Fermi surface. As 
for the pairing mechanism of superconductivity, it issupposed that the antiferromagnetic 
spin fluctuations mediate the virtual attraction for the Cooper pairing in H~compounds. 

the crystal-field ground state; 
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5. Concluding remarks 

The exotic magnetic transition &CuzSi2 was revealed by Cu NMR and NQR studies. The 
nature of the magneticstateis mmpletelydifferent fromthe conventionalstatic magnetic 
ordering such as the state observed in Cu,-,Th,Cuz,zSi, (x a 0.08) (Kitaoka et ai 1991). 
The magnetic state below TM should have a more or less dynamic nature. In particular, 
toinspect thedynamic aspect oftheunusualmagneticstatefoundin CeCuzSSiz, a neutron 
scattering experiment is desired. We believe that such an exotic magnetic state exists 
commonly in HF superconductors as one of the necessary conditions for the appearance 
of msuperconductivity. Finally, we emphasize that careful sample characterization and 
systematic measurements of the same sample by various experimental methods ranging 
from high- to low-energy excitation are necessary todiscuss thedynamicsofthe magnet- 
ism. 
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